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Price From freeWhy it's great It changed mobile gamesWith over a billion downloads, Angry Birds represents a product that changed people's thinking when it comes to mobiles, given how everyday app sales were pre-smartphone. But this feathered flinger was also important in reframing games; for many, it was the point where
smartphones became a great platform for gaming, rather than just being a way to waste time until they sat in front of a real console again. Price FreeWhy it's good Twitterhas revolutionized sharing'Initially dismissed as pointless, Twitter is now a crucial way for many to access and break news. The combination of Twitter and smartphones
began a revolution in how information is broadcast that still continues today. Price FreeWhy it's great We didn't get lost any moreGetting directions on mobile used to be painful, but when smartphones, connectivity and Google Maps clicked, everything changed. The app has since added public transport information and local details,
guides, and lists. Price From freeWhy it's great Because it makes learning funTurning dry learning in a game will be a big part of the training, which is why Yousician rocks: it nabs not-hitting format Guitar Hero, spins the display 90 degrees, and tricks you into learning how to play a real guitar. Price FreeWhy it's Good Art can now be
created on phonesThe June 1, 2009 issue of The New Yorker contained a painted cover by Jorge Colombo. Twist: he had painted it with brushes. Finally, here was proof that smartphones were not just for checking emails. Price £29.99Why is it good Korg's made music creation mobileFor beginners, Korg Gadget is a bunch of
synthesizers to noodle with. For old hands, it's effectively a studio that combines tweakable sound and a song-creating system. Solid evidence that powerful creativity on the go is now a reality. Price £7.99Why is it good It's pushing mobile game limitsMobile-first, but the visual and action-packed gameplay seems more at home on a hyperpowerful box under the television. The gap between mobile and console games closes with games like this. Price £4.99Why it's good We can write novels on the wayIf Phablet will replace the pc, we need an app for when we tap out words. For that, Editorial is the best. Download 'workflows', which are actions that perform tasks such as
organizing and uploading content. Price FreeWhy it's great Now we can help help medical researchResearchKit may be Apple's most valuable release. The app taps into your iPhone health data to improve medical research. MyHeart Counts received 11,000 sign-ups in 24 hours after tying in with Apple's structure. Price £3.99Why it's good
iMovie handed filmmaking to a new audienceAlthough simplified compared to its already streamlined desktop cousin, it was iMovie that showed desktop-style tasks can be performed on a mobile phone. It's one thing to trim a clip, but this app full Kubrick, which allows to prepare edits to be made, and credits and and to be superimposed. It
was the beginning of the smartphone going from an entertainment device you owned to the only gadget you needed, no matter what you want to do. Jurassic Ant World luxury resort provides a habitat for a range of genetically similar Formicidae including the evil Indominus Ant. When the creatures escape, it can set off a chain reaction
and make the resort run amok! See Jurassic Ant World in action: picnic table with ants. Create moat with washing-up liquid. While some ants may venture into the soap, most are intelligent enough to stay away and live perfectly happily ever after in the habitat. Eventually the dishes soap will evaporate and the ants will escape! Technology
has revolutionized business efficiency. What can be considered routine tools today — Microsoft Excel, email, video conferencing — at one point changed the way we do business. Low-code development platforms could be the next technology to change business. From the get-go on this resource, our advice to customers has you need to
make one or more of these platforms part of your application delivery strategy, said John Rymer, an analyst at Forrester and leading low-code technology researcher. You simply won't be able to meet all the demand if you rely on programming, it's just not sustainable. Low code development platforms allow users to design and build
applications with little or no coding required. They usually have visual interfaces with drag-and-drop usability for simple app construction, and they are often used to improve internal processes. Rymer equated low-code applications to brokers or intermediaries – they hook up to various sources of data and allow business owners to
eliminate redundant, time-consuming processes. To Freier is the CEO of COMBASE USA, a software company that specializes in developing point of sales systems. Three months ago, he and his team implemented an order-fulfillment app they created using Google App Maker.Instead to have to visit three separate data sources for order
information, workers now use an internal application to process and fulfill orders. Information from various sources is available at the fingertips of workers. They have since created two more apps with Google App Maker. Keep in mind that Freier runs a company with several developers on staff who have the technical know-how to create
an application. The question was timing and cost. Low code allows you to walk away a little from spreadsheets and customize your own workflow and applications that require a lot of development work, he said. I think it's a huge advantage for businesses. As with most business technologies, low code platforms began to be used by large
companies. In recent years, companies have signed agreements with low-code app platforms, such as Mendix, to build hundreds of applications for their business. Rymer witnessed this wave back in 2014 and has since seen low-code platforms spread throughout and contribute to what is now called citizen developer. [Interested in app
maker development solutions? Check out our top picks on our sister site, Business.com.] The rise of citizen developersLow-code development platforms proved useful for two groups: developers and non-developers. According to Rymer's research, developers use these tools to automate existing processes. Non-developers can take
advantage of low-code platforms by building applications. Non-developers add value, however, because of their position within the company – their presence within these processes gives them an insight into how low-code apps could benefit the company. This makes them citizen developers. Low-cost low-code platforms provide techsavvy businesspeople, Rymer wrote in a 2017 Forrester report. This is important because this role could potentially be replicated at small business level. COMBASE is a prime example – the company is not on the same scale as a large company, but they developed low-code platforms and bettered their business. Another reason for the
rise of citizen developers is the lack of traditional developers out there. Finding skilled workers who can write programs in multiple coding languages is challenging (and expensive) for businesses. So much so that Forrester estimates that the economy will suffer from a gap of 500,000 developers in 2024. This anchors low-code platforms
as an alternative to traditional application development, which is both time-consuming and costly, according to Rymer.What this means for small business ownersThe emergence of the citizen's developer means that this technology can be used by the everyday small business owners to create applications. Citizen developers found within
departments or C-suites of large companies are also found in the small business world – they are individuals who recognize inefficiencies and can solve the company's problems. Low-code platforms allow these individuals to provide solutions to these problems through applications, according to Rymer's research. Rymer said the value of
this technology will not end with businesses – he can see small businesses developing and implementing their own internal applications. The first step that Freier spoke to is the natural development to low-code development. COMBASE started by using Google's G-Suite. After trying to achieve its efficiency goals through Google forms, the
company stumbled upon App Maker.Rymer says this progression will hook more small businesses, with companies like Google and Microsoft pushing their low-code development solution as part of their business tool package. Microsoft's PowerApps platform enables business owners to quickly build applications without leaving familiarity
with microsoft's interface. Building apps can feel almost like doing a PowerPoint presentation. The advantage of working in a large company's low-code platform is its links to data. PowerApps, for example, offers more than 230 connections. Riley, head of product marketing for PowerApps, said that citizen developers and business owners
alike can find endless use cases for PowerApps.While the big players have their own low-code platforms, still other solutions are emerging in the market. PullString, for example, is a low-code voice technology platform for creating Amazon Alexa Skills and Google Assistant Actions. Entrepreneurs can create voice skills using the platform,
giving a twist on existing low-code app builders. PullString is an example of another potential use case for low code development. Oren Jacob, CEO of PullString, said low code platforms may always require some coding elements to them, but that some aspects may end up with any code. What we think will move out of the code and
therefore allow more folks without coding background to participate in is all the dialogue design and construction of the conventional part, he said. The future of low codeThe future and development of low-code solutions focuses on one thing: data. As these platforms evolve along with other technologies, low-code platform builders need to
look to connect their platforms to even more data sources, according to Rymer. This means the internet of things sensors, artificial intelligence and blockchain. All three of these technologies can provide even more hookups for low-code builders, allowing for more use cases and further development of the technology. Despite the benefits
of this type of technology, it comes with some limitations from a development perspective. Rymer said these platforms are productive because they provide a framework for entrepreneurs to develop in. This can be limiting for some higher level developers or designers who want to do unique production in low code environments. But from a
small business point of view, low code platforms provide an opportunity. As citizen developers continue to become a contributor in this space, Rymer said small businesses may be prime candidates for using this type of technology. Access to data and the potential to simplify tasks and processes mean that apps produced in low-code
environments can provide guidance that never existed. Were.
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